APA Style for the Health Sciences

The Publication Manual of the American Psychological Association is available at the Front Desk and Reference Office. Examples are single-spaced to save paper. Reference Lists should have a hanging indent and be double-spaced.

### In Text Citations

Parentheticals are citations within the body of your paper. Use directly after cited or referenced material. Format is (Author, date). Example: (Martini, 2011)

If you are citing a specific page or pages: (Author, date, p./pp.) (Martini, 2011, p. 159) (Martini, 2011, pp. 159-163)

No author: (Title, date) Titles of articles, chapters in quotes; book & journal titles in italics (“Using APA”, 2011)

Organization as author: First time cited: (Full Organization Name, Date). If the organization has a well-known abbreviation, include the abbreviation in brackets the first time the source is cited and then use only the abbreviation in later citations. First: (Centers for Disease Control, 2011 [CDC]) Subsequent: (CDC, 2011)

Two authors: Cite both names separated by an & (Smeltzer & Kessler, 2003).

Three to five authors: List by last names and initials. Use the ampersand instead of “and.” Wegener, D. T., & Petty, R. E.

More than Seven Authors: List by last names and initials; commas separate author names. After the sixth author’s name, use an ellipsis in place of the author names. Then provide the final author name. There should be no more than seven names. Miller, F. H., Choi, M. J., Angeli, L. L., Harland, A. A., Stamos, J. A., Thomas, S. T., . . . Rubin, L. H.

Authors in Reference Lists

Single Author: Last name first, followed by author initials. Example: Berndt, T. J.

Two Authors: List by last names and initials. Use the ampersand instead of "and." Wegener, D. T., & Petty, R. E.

Three to Seven Authors: List by last names and initials; commas separate author names, while the last author name is preceded again by ampersand. Kernis, M. H., Cornell, D. P., Sun, C. R., Berry, A., Harlow, T., & Bach, J. S.

More than Seven Authors: List by last names and initials; commas separate author names. After the sixth author’s name, use an ellipsis in place of the author names. Then provide the final author name. There should be no more than seven names. Miller, F. H., Choi, M. J., Angeli, L. L., Harland, A. A., Stamos, J. A., Thomas, S. T., . . . Rubin, L. H.

Books

Print: Author’s last name, initials. (Year of publication). Title of book. Publication Location: Publisher.


Parenthetical: (Smeltzer, S. C., Bare, B. G., Hinkle, J. L., & Cheever, K. H., 2009, pp. 201-202)

Electronic:


Article or Chapter from a Reference Book: Print and Electronic

Author’s last name, initials. (Year). Title of chapter or article. In Editor’s first initial, last name. (Ed. or Eds.), {sometimes no editor or author, so if not, leave it out} Title of reference book (xx ed., Vol. ss, pp.xxx-xxx). City of publication: Publisher. Note: If no author is listed, then the Title of chapter or article comes before the year.


Digital/E-Books
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JOURNAL ARTICLES

Journal Article: Print or Electronic
Author’s last name and initials. (Year of publication). Title of article. Journal, volume number(issue number), page numbers. doi:10.1080/14622004278796 [Digital Object Identifier or DOI only needed if present and your prof requires]

Print:

Electronic:

Newsletter Article, no author
Treat mini-strokes as an emergency, not a gentle warning: evaluating a transient ischemic attack right away can prevent a stroke. (2009, June). Harvard Heart Letter.

ONLINE DATABASE (e.g. Micromedex, Census or Natural Standard)
Data from proprietary or government databases (not an open website)

Corporate Author. (Year). Title [Description of form]. Retrieved from http://xxxx


INTERNET, WEB, ONLINE RESOURCES

Web pages

Corporate Author:
Responsible institution or organization. (Year). Title of the website. Retrieved [month day, year if the text may potentially change over time], from http://xxx.xxxx.xxx

Identified Author:
Author, A. A., & Author, B. B. (Date of publication). Title of document. Retrieved [month day, year-only if the text may potentially change over time], from http://xxx.xxxx.xxx


NoodleTools

Use NoodleTools to create Reference lists and manage your citations. Sign-in with your My4Cs account.

For more information check out the APA Guide at http://capecod.libguides.com/APA or the Purdue OWL Guide at http://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/560/01/ Need help? Have more questions? Drop by the Reference Office, call us at x4343, or email us at Refdesk@capecod.edu